
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Spain, Training & Tour for Advanced (M-ID: 3473)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3473-spain-training-and-tour-for-advanced

from €400.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
2 days
12/02/2023 - 12/03/2023 2 days
02/03/2024 - 02/04/2024 2 days
03/02/2024 - 03/03/2024 2 days
04/06/2024 - 04/07/2024 2 days
05/04/2024 - 05/05/2024 2 days

As an advanced rider, you should also be able to ride safely on off-road trails.

Maybe you have already participated in off-road training or
you have gained enough experience on off-road bikes.

Riding in riverbeds, on loose gravel, long uphill, downhill
rides, and water crossings - this is what awaits you in our
challenging advanced rider training. In our train & ride
course, we start the first day with a training day in our
enduro park.

The second day consists of a ride day with section training.
We will ride an off-road loop through the Sierra de las
Nieves and will implement challenging river crossings,
single trails, climbs, and descents for all levels.

On the morning of the first day, you will complete a slow-
speed riding training in our park according to BMW IIA
regulations. In the afternoon we are already riding on loose
gravel (preparing for riverbed rides), doing long uphill and
downhill rides and single trails. Depending on the skills of
the group, we can also offer drift training. 

On the second day, we start an off-road tour through rivers,
over mountain ranges, and different trails through the
region and practice already learned techniques. Our
instructors are always there for you to give tips and help
with possible obstacles.
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Countries Spain

Category Motorcycle Training Course

Terrain Offroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Level of difficulty difficult

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider for 2 days with own motorcycle €400.00

per rider incl. BMW R1250GS for 2 days + petrol €660.00

-

Extra day with own motorcycle (surcharge) €200.00

Extra day incl. BMW R1250GS + petrol (surcharge) €330.00

Included

Off-road training

Section training on riding day

2 Lunches

BMW R1250GS for 2 days + petrol

BMW IIA Offroad Instructor

Goodie

Not included

All services that are not listed in the included tour price chapter like flights, airport transfer, hotels and tips.
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